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Funding access to justice:  
the impact, benefits & complexities

Zachary Krug 
examines the  
current status 
of litigation and 
arbitration funding 
in the Middle East as 
the region aims to 
solidify itself as an 
international dispute 
resolution hub. 

T he use of litigation funding is 
expanding rapidly across the legal 
world. This trend has accelerated as 
the key actors in dispute resolution 

proceedings become familiar with litigation 
funding and its many advantages. In-house 
counsel at sophisticated corporations 
appreciate how funding can help them 
manage legal budgets and offset risk; savvy 
lawyers recognise how funding can help 
them expand their practice; and forward-
thinking tribunals acknowledge the 
positive role that litigation funding plays in 
promoting meritorious claims and fostering 
access to justice. 

While litigation funding was once 
largely confined to the United Kingdom‚ 
Australia and the United States‚ it is now 
increasingly being employed in new venues‚ 
including the Middle East. Indeed‚ for 
many reasons‚ the Middle East may become 
increasingly inviting for litigation funding. 
As a central hub for global trade‚ the region 
regularly sees substantial high-value 
disputes involving sophisticated entities. 
It has a well-developed legal services 
market‚ regulatory regimes that do not 
prohibit third party funding‚ and legal 
systems—including innovative free-zone 
jurisdictions—that are increasingly 
arbitration-friendly and aligned with 
international legal standards.

The use of litigation funding in the region 
may grow substantially in the coming years. 
As such‚ in-house counsel‚ disputes lawyers‚ 
judges and arbitrators in the region should 
begin to familiarise themselves with how 
litigation funding works‚ and its advantages 
and potential pitfalls.  

tHE BENEFItS OF LItIGAtION FUNDING
Litigation funding‚ also known as “litigation 
finance” or “third party funding‚” is simply 
an alternative means for a claimant to 
fund the costs of a legal dispute‚ whether 

an arbitration or a litigation. Rather than 
a claimant paying the costs out-of-pocket 
or a lawyer proceeding on contingency‚ a 
commercial litigation funder finances the 
cost of the proceedings in return for a share 
of any award. This funding is typically 
non-recourse — if the claim is lost‚ the 
claimant is not liable to repay the funder 
anything.

The advantages of litigation funding for 
both lawyer and claimant are substantial. 

Most importantly‚ litigation funding 
facilitates access to justice. A capital-
constrained claimant who might not 
otherwise have the resources to prosecute 
its claim—often as a direct result of the 
defendant’s wrongful conduct—is given 
the opportunity to have its day in court. 
Moreover‚ funding can lead to better 
settlement outcomes‚ since a well-funded 
claimant will not will not be forced to 
accept a low offer merely on account of its 
capital constraints. Thus‚ litigation funding 
substantially levels the playing field and 
allows a claim to survive on its merits.  

Even where a claimant has the resources 
to fund a dispute‚ practitioners in the region 
emphasise that litigation funding offers 
many advantages to their clients. 

Andrew Mackenzie‚ a Dubai-based 
disputes partner at Baker McKenzie 
specialising in international arbitration‚ 
noted‚ “Cash flow is the life blood of 
business and tying a substantial amount 
of it up in lengthy proceedings is not 
an attractive option for any client.” For 
corporations‚ funding unlocks the value of 
a potential claim and preserves capital for 
other uses‚ while transferring the ongoing 
costs and contingent liabilities of the claim 
to a third party. Moreover‚ funding can have 
potential accounting benefits‚ as it takes 
ongoing litigation expenses off a company’s 
books. Ultimately‚ funding can transform 
disputes from a traditional win/lose 
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proposition to a win/don’t lose proposition. 
Thomas Snider‚ head of Al-Tamimi’s 
arbitration practice‚ said‚ “The flexibility 
that third-party funding makes available 
to our clients‚” can be very compelling 
and‚“we remain enthusiastic about the 
increasing use of such services.” 

UNDERStANDING tHE COMPLEXItIES 
OF LItIGAtION FUNDING
Of course‚ litigation funding can raise some 
novel considerations‚ which are important 
to understand before entering into any 
transaction.

One important issue is privilege. For a 
funder to assess the merits of the dispute‚ 
the funder will often need to have access 
to materials that may contain privileged 
material or a lawyer’s legal analysis. 
Because the funder is an outside party‚ 
there is a concern that such disclosures 
could raise the risk of a waiver. Most 
tribunals that have considered the issue‚ 
however‚ have concluded that such 
disclosures are not a waiver and that 
communications with a funder should 
remain confidential as long as they are 
made pursuant to a non-disclosure 
agreement. As such‚ before engaging in any 
substantive discussions with an outside 
entity‚ a lawyer or claimant should execute 
an NDA.  

Another concern is on what role the 
funder will have in regard to the conduct 
of the litigation. In general‚ funders play 
a passive advisory role‚ and they do not 
control the litigation or arbitration. 
Many funders may be staffed with 
expert litigators and can provide a 
valuable resource‚ but all decisions 
regarding the litigation strategy 
and potential settlement remain 
firmly in the hands of the lawyer 
and claimant. 

Another concern relates 
to potential conflicts‚ 
particularly if an arbiter 
is also a practicing lawyer 
or associated with a larger 
firm‚ since the litigation funder 
may have funded matters being 
handled by the firm. As such‚ arbitral 
rules increasingly require disclosure 
of a party’s funded status‚ so that any 
potential conflicts may be resolved at the 
outset. From a funder’s perspective‚ such 
disclosure can be positive‚ as it sends a 

strong signal to the tribunal and defendant 
that a third-party believes in the merits of 
the claim. 

Finally‚ some have voiced concern that 
litigation funding will lead to an increase 
of non-meritorious claims. As Andrew 
Mackenzie noted‚ these concerns are 
“wholly misplaced” because “the degree 
of due diligence undertaken by prudent 
funders prior to advancing any funds is 
substantial.” Indeed‚ in jurisdictions with a 
longer history of funding it has increasingly 
been recognised that funding plays an 
important and beneficial role in the judicial 
system by facilitating access to justice. 

CURRENt StAtUS OF FUNDING IN tHE 
MIDDLE EASt 
Broadly speaking‚ litigation funding is 
not prohibited in the region. This is not 
surprising as most Middle East legal 
systems are either civil or Islamic law-based 
systems. As such‚ they did not inherent the 
English common law’s feudal prohibitions 
on champerty 
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and maintenance. Moreover‚ because a 
funder truly shares in the risks and rewards 
of the claimant‚ while overall benefiting 
the public by increasing access to justice‚ 
funding is fundamentally consistent with 
the basic tenets of Islamic finance. 

Recent developments in the region’s 
legal landscape underscore both the 
permissibility of litigation funding and 
herald a likely uptick in litigation funding in 
the coming years.

In early 2017‚ the Dubai International 
Financial Centre (DIFC) Courts released 
Practice Direction No. 2‚ which set out 
the rules for how funded matters should 
proceed in the DIFC Courts. 

Under the new Practice Direction‚ a party 
must disclose their funded status and the 
identity of the funder. However‚ unless 
the Court orders otherwise‚ parties are 
not required to disclose the terms of their 
underlying funding agreement. Thus‚ the 
rule ensures that potential conflicts may 
be avoided at the outset‚ while maintaining 
appropriate confidentiality between the 
party and funder.

Further‚ consistent with the approach of 
other jurisdictions globally‚ the Practice 
Direction provides that funding may be 
taken into account when considering a 
security for costs application‚ but the fact 
that a party is funded does not by itself 
warrant such an order.   

Similarly‚ the Abu Dhabi Global Market 
(ADGM) has issued Regulations that 
expressly allow for litigation funding and 

outline the procedures to be followed 
for matters before the ADGM Courts. 
Specifically‚ the regulations provide 
that such agreements shall not be 
unenforceable merely because they 
involve litigation funding (§225.1). 
Further‚ while the regulations 
mandate the disclosure of funding‚ 
they expressly limit that disclosure 
to “only the fact” of a party’s funded 
status rather than the underlying 
funding agreement or terms (§225.6). 

Finally‚ the Dubai International 
Arbitration Centre (DIAC) is currently 
revising and updating its arbitration 
rules‚ which are expected to be 
adopted early this year. Although 
not yet final  it is understood that 
the new rules will include provisions 
recognising the permissibility of 
litigation funding and providing 
directions as to disclosure and the 
interplay between funding and  

costs orders. 
These new rules are helpful because 

they give clarity to the allowable status 
of litigation funding and provide an 
opportunity for the larger community of 
practitioners to familiarise themselves with 
the uses of litigation funding. 

A LOOK AHEAD 
The Middle East is already receptive to the 
use of litigation funding‚ and the region 
will likely see a continued uptick in the 
use of litigation funding in the coming 
years‚ especially as the region continues 
to solidify its status as an attractive venue 
for international disputes. While litigation 
funding raises some novel issues‚ which are 
important to understand‚ it has the promise 
to facilitate access to justice in the region by 
allowing meritorious claims to be heard.  

Text by: 
ZACHARy KRUG, senior investment officer, 
Woodsford Litigation Funding
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